
Houses for a sustainable future:  

Net-Zero Energy Homes 

Abstract 

The residential sector uses almost 41% of all the total energy 

consumption in the United States. If we continue on this 

trend, not only will our fossil fuel resources soon be deplet-

ed, there are thousands of toxins being released into the at-

mosphere each second. There must be a change in the way 

homes are designed in order to lower the total energy con-

sumption. The best option would be Net-zero energy homes; 

this approach will virtually eliminate all of the energy con-

sumption that homes currently use. The key components of a 

Net-Zero Energy Home are site selection, insulation, win-

dows, thermal mass, air exchanges and appliances. By com-

bining these key features into a Net-Zero Energy Home, the 

energy cost would be extremely low or non-existent. Even 

though the upfront cost will be a little higher than a tradition-

al home, there will be no expensive upkeep or energy costs. 

As the components and technologies become more available 

and cheaper, the possibilities of homes becoming energy free 

are closer than ever.  
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Methods 

 For my research, First I looked at current energy efficient homes that have been 

built, and looked at what the key factors were that made them energy efficient. The 

most important factors that I found are listed in the table above. Once these were 

determined I found out how they can function together to make the most efficient 

house possible. Each features has a very important role to make the whole home as 

energy efficient as possible. In the end the home will be a net-zero energy home, it 

will produce on site all the energy needs on an annual basis.  

Conclusion 

 After taking all of the key factors into consideration, the best option to lower 

overall energy consumption in the residential sector would be with a Net-Zero En-

ergy Home approach. The main goal of this design would be to eliminate all energy 

consumption of the home. In order to reach this goal, first the home will have an 

overall passive solar design. This means that the home will mostly rely on the sun 

to provide all the heating for the home year round. The sun will also provide light 

for the home to reduce the amount of electricity used. In the summer, instead of air 

condition, windows will be open to create cross winds through the house to cool it 

down. This design will also include everything listen in the table in order to maxim-

ize energy efficiency. Energy Star appliances will be used in order to lower the total 

amount of electricity and total energy needed for the home. This design will make 

it possible for a net-zero energy home to exist in Minnesota despite the large tem-

perature changes.  

Features of a Net-Zero Energy Home 
Site 

Selection 

Long North/South Axis, with a short East/West axis to prevent heat loss 

while maximizing solar gain.  

Windows Large South facing windows to maximize solar gain 

Small North facing windows to prevent heat loss 

All windows at least triple pane to prevent heat loss 

Insulation High enough R-Value to reduce the amount of heat loss in winter and 

prevent heat infiltration in summer. At least 10-12 inches in the walls 

and upwards of 24 inches in the ceiling.  

Thermal Mass 

 

Enough is needed to store solar radiation during the day and then  

released over night to maintain a constant temperature.  

Overhangs Allows for the low angle winter sun to enter the living spaces while pre-

venting the hot, high angle summer sun from entering. 

Heat Recovery 

System 

Reduce energy loss from air exchanges. Transfers heat from outgoing 

warm air to the new, colder incoming air.  

Solar Panels & 

Water Pre- 

Heater 

Used as a backup or extra energy source if needed during cold  

Winters. Also used for electronics within the home. Water pre-heater is 

used to reduce the amount of energy needed to heat water.  

Key Features needed to reduce energy consumption 

Potential Net-Zero Energy Home 

2,134 square-foot Near Net-

Zero home in northern  

Minnesota. The home is 

located 80 miles north of  

Duluth in Isabella. It is able 

to stay a relative constant  

inside temperature even 

when the outside  

temperature can get as low 

as –40 degrees.  

Heat Recovery Ventilation System 

Diagram by Weston Lake 

Diagrams by Weston Lake 
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Sun’s path during 

the summer and 

winter solstices in 

the Northern  

Hemisphere. 
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